Role of divalent metals in the kinetic mechanism of insulin receptor tyrosine kinase.
The kinetic and thermodynamic interrelationships of peptide substrate (Val5-angiotensin 11), metal-ATP, and divalent metal cations with rat liver insulin receptor tyrosine kinase (IRTK) were investigated. Results of the initial rate studies with varying peptide and MnATP substrates indicates that the kinetic mechanism for IRTK is of the sequential type and therefore rules out a ping pong Bi Bi pathway. Hence, peptide substrate and metal-ATP bind to the kinase prior to the release of products. MnADP was a linear competitive inhibitor of MnATP and a noncompetitive inhibitor of peptide substrate. A synthetic tyrosine-containing pentapeptide, Glu-Glu-Phe-Tyr-Phe (EEFYF), was a linear competitive inhibitor of peptide substrate and a noncompetitive inhibitor of MnATP. Accordingly, the data show that phosphorylation of peptide substrate occurs via a rapid random equilibrium Bi Bi mechanism in which the kinase has the potential to react initially with either of the two substrates. In contrast, divalent metal cations and metal-ATP were found to interact with the kinase in a mutually inclusive manner, with metal binding to the kinase prior to MnATP. It was also found that divalent metals increase the affinity of the kinase for metal-ATP but do not affect the affinity of IRTK for metal-ADP product. Hence, divalent metals, during the reaction of association of enzyme with one of its substrates to form the binary complex, increase the relative concentration of E-ATP complex versus E-peptide complex, thus introducing a thermodynamic-dependent ordering for the interaction of substrates with the enzyme. To investigate the thermodynamics of this system, we assumed that under initial conditions the kinetic data we obtained reflected the association constants of reactants with the enzyme.